Improve concrete performance and lower costs with Fly Ash

It really works! Fly ash makes concrete stronger and more workable without costing you more.

Fly ash is a pozzolan. It makes concrete stronger, increases density and resistance to leaching, acid or alkali attack.

Powder-fine fly ash has lubricating effects. It makes concrete easier to pump, flow and finish. Fills forms completely, gives you sharper, chip-resistant edges and fine details. Fly ash concrete takes less water, so it is more impervious.

Fly ash, just what you need for better concrete at lower cost in foundations, garages, driveways, floors, walls, pools, roads.

Putting Fly Ash To Work

Fly ash concrete and more information available on request from your ready-mixed concrete suppliers. Or write WPSC for free, NEW Fly Ash Idea Kit.

WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION

Industrial Applications Dept.
P.O. Box 700, Green Bay, WI 54305
414-433-1626
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## INTRODUCING THE AUGUST ENERGY ISSUE

By Ken VanDehy, AIA

This is the energy panel's first effort at preparing an entire issue of a magazine.

Ruth Swaizik volunteered her time to organize energy experts, write articles, obtain, mail, and deliver articles to various parties for all purposes including editing, review, and coordination.

Lillian Leenhouts, FAIA, has once again provided consistent concern and timely contacts to get my attention back on the energy track when I get too involved with other matters of lesser importance.

We also express our appreciation to the authors of the 28 articles considered for publication this month, and only wish the typesetters could squeeze everything into the magazine and keep it legible.

In closing, I would like to once again extend a warm invitation to anyone interested in expanding the manpower of the Energy Panel by joining us on a permanent basis.

AIA has projected a 30 percent average reduction in energy consumption in existing buildings and a 60 percent figure for new construction. With your help and participation these figures will be shown to be conservative.
WHY WEREN’T YOU THERE?
HERE’S YOUR SECOND CHANCE

By Kenneth VanDehy, AIA
WSA Energy Coordinator

SETTING THE SCENE
MAY 17, 1981

In a modest conference room in the second basement level of the new Marquette Hotel, IDS Center in Minneapolis, Minnesota, at the National AIA Convention, a National AIA Open Energy Committee Meeting happened.

This meeting was properly prepared for by those people who planned the convention. It was given reasonable black ink and equal space in the schedule with other events. It was given adequate space for the 16 funded members and the 50 interested people in the audience. It occupied an "out of the way" location that was workable. Dedicated energy professionals are not looking for lots of amenities. They want action and production fast.

Lillian Leenhouts and I looked through this crowd all day. As the Energy Panel Coordinators for the WSA/AIA, we were expecting to see other Wisconsin Architects. During the introductions we discovered the audience was representative of occupations and business locations nation-wide. Only half were architects. Where were you on this Saturday?

OVERVIEW 1981

Energy was described as the leading program in the AIA, by John Anderson, FAIA. 1981 is the second of five years of the Five Year Energy Action Plan.

Quite frankly, the AIA is putting all of its financial eggs in one basket. Funding is all going into energy education. It’s called Energy Professional Development Program (EPDP).

The theory is that the single most urgent task of the AIA Energy Forces is to upgrade all architects to a higher level in current energy technology and practice. The magnitude of this commitment is more than significant. In 1980 the budget was $6,000. In 1981 the budget was $500,000. Once completed it should give AIA members a decided advantage.

EPDP

At the open meeting in Minneapolis architect Carl Stein discussed the EPDP and delivery to the professionals:

A. A single copy of the educational (EPDP) text exists, warmly referred to by 1981 Energy Steering Committee members as the “silver bullet.” It is controversial in content because it seems that no one can accurately define the exact current level of energy expertise of all architects. Therefore, it is too tough for some critics, and too simple for others. The text is also controversial because it was required to be written to "stand alone" although it could also be used as a portion of a high cost series of seminars which would produce further income to fund the other five goals of the five-year plan. Controversy was based primarily on the philosophical question — do we place economic stability more highly than we place the urgency to get the new energy information implemented? High priced seminars will not contact nearly as many people as early as mailings at cost to all AIA members. This issue is still unresolved. You could have major impact by writing and calling the Steering Committee Members.

B. Delivery to the architects is based primarily on existing materials. However, the committee finds it necessary to search for or create some omitted material. The information is product oriented for practical real world application. The text should provide tools for the architects.
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C. The number of participants is immense. Eight thousand architects must be reached in two years. A test program will occur in Texas in September. A modified program occurred at the AIA Convention. A conference will occur on Saturday, October 31, 1981. In Denver, November 1, 2, & 3, 1981, energy exhibits will be displayed by the Design Committee. Discussion was made of a modified EPDP text of the educational text and program in Denver.

D. "EPDP" program content would include the Energy Action Overview Matrix, (upgraded matrix), audiovisual show, level II workshops, level III workshops, a "Design Energy" monthly publication with updates on technology, financing and legislation, an Energy Handbook referred to as the energy graphic standards, instructors to be selected and trained. There is also a vague notion of a catalogue to integrate non-AIA material. The concept was not pinned down to a definable task.

A basic concern vital to the effectiveness of the entire AIA energy program is the level of education needed. YOU ARE QUALIFIED to tell the Steering Committee members what level of energy education program YOU NEED. Speak up loudly. They need input from real people — especially you.

Another worthy spin-off from attending the convention was the chance to meet members of the Chicago/AIA Energy Panel, and the Minnesota Energy Panel.

Minnesota makes us look like unconcerned amateurs. But they are willing to assist us through the early steps of forming an Energy Panel. We have the advantage of having an aggressive legislature in the State of Wisconsin when it comes to energy issues. We are ahead of Chicago because the WSA/AIA has allocated $500.00 to energy issues. I could use recommendations for the most effective use of that money and new budget priorities for next year. I could use a right hand person to do nothing but contact other state AIA energy organizations to find out what they have done effectively that we might reuse. Even the national AIA energy forces would love to get hold of that information. Join the energy panel. Write a letter to me indicating how many hours per year you can dedicate. We can upgrade each other.

The AIA Open Energy Committee Meeting ended for lack of time. There is still considerable work to be done for which YOU and I can get considerable satisfaction, national recognition, personal improvement, etc. If you really care about the energy crisis — shut off the !#??# T.V. and start trying. The world needs you. The energy experts are just human beings like you and I. They can't do it alone — but they won't quit. Let's lighten their load a little, or at least expand their effectiveness. We might save our economy at the same time.

Another worthy spin-off from attending the convention was the chance to meet members of the Chicago/AIA Energy Panel, and the Minnesota Energy Panel.

Minnesota makes us look like unconcerned amateurs. But they are willing to assist us through the early steps of forming an Energy Panel. We have the advantage of having an aggressive legislature in the State of Wisconsin when it comes to energy issues. We are ahead of Chicago because the WSA/AIA has allocated $500.00 to energy issues. I could use recommendations for the most effective use of that money and new budget priorities for next year. I could use a right hand person to do nothing but contact other state AIA energy organizations to find out what they have done effectively that we might reuse. Even the national AIA energy forces would love to get hold of that information. Join the energy panel. Write a letter to me indicating how many hours per year you can dedicate. We can upgrade each other.
WHAT IS THE ASSOCIATED BUILDERS & CONTRACTORS?

ABC is a construction industry trade association actively fighting to promote the merit (open) shop.

WHAT DOES THAT MEAN?

Simply that ABC does everything within sound law and morals to assure that any firm — union or merit shop — may work side-by-side with any other firm.

ABC IS A PEOPLE ORGANIZATION

ABC's ultimate goal, working through the Merit Shop, is to provide the construction owner and our nation with the highest quality product at the most reasonable cost. We are absolutely opposed to artificial work rule restrictions, restrictive bid lists based solely on organizational affiliation, productivity restraints and all other contrived conditions which only add to the cost of construction throughout our country. We strive for the completion of projects on time, on budget and with the use of modern technological methods.

ABC IS BACKED BY A SOUND PHILOSOPHY

ABC PROVIDES MANY SERVICE DIVIDENDS

ABC IS THE VOICE OF THE MERIT SHOP

ABC CONTRACTORS get the job done on time without work stoppages!

HOW DOES ABC BENEFIT ITS MEMBERS?

ABC provides the common meeting ground for general, sub and supplier. It is a natural market place free, open, competitive. EVERY MEMBER IS ENTITLED TO FULL PRIVILEGES IN THE MANAGEMENT OF THE ASSOCIATION'S AFFAIRS.

ABC in 48 contiguous states

Associated Builders and Contractors of Wisconsin, Inc.
1920 American Court/Neenah, Wisconsin 54956
414/739-2306

For more information, contact:

Associated Builders and Contractors of Wisconsin, Inc.
1920 American Court/Neenah, Wisconsin 54956
414/739-2306

For more information, contact:

Associated Builders and Contractors of Wisconsin, Inc.
1920 American Court/Neenah, Wisconsin 54956
414/739-2306
Since 1885, BELDEN has been in the business of manufacturing brick. It has been a labor of love, steeped in a tradition of quality. Today, BELDEN provides the architect with more colors, more sizes, and more textures. A selection of over 200 variations for virtually unlimited choice. That's why so many creative architects call on BELDEN.

Your BELDEN Dealer will show you the facts in the form of samples, or write us direct for a catalog to Box 910, Canton, Ohio 44701.
"Conservation of energy", without question, has finally reached a level of prominence where every man, woman and child in this Country is, at least, familiar with its intent and meaning. They may not be actively participating, and they may not be fully convinced that our energy supplies are, indeed, dwindling, but the massive PR program conducted by all segments of the news media, government agencies, technical societies, utilities, etc., etc. has implanted the idea in everyone's subconscious that he "should" conserve.

Complacency is a common characteristic in a Nation where the standard of living is limited only by one's individual effort, where the luxuries associated with improved life styles are readily available to those who are willing to earn them, and where advanced and sophisticated technology has always resolved a national problem, in record time.

The current energy status is highly conducive to complacency, considering the news media's emphasis on excessive world oil production, a "glut" of oil and gas domestically, a lowering of gasoline prices, OPEC's stabilization of oil prices, readily available gas from local utilities, cutbacks in electric utility expansion, etc.

"U" = 0.07 = 6.0 Btu/Ft²/F.

In totaling the "R" values for any construction it is important to remember to include the value for the microscopic insulating film of air which exists immediately adjacent to any vertical or horizontal exposed surface, whether outdoor, indoor, in a wall cavity or in a ceiling plenum.

The recommended "R" values for these films are as follows:

- Horiz. Surf. in still air = 0.61 "R"
- 45 Deg. Surf. in still air = 0.62 "R"
- Vert. Surf. in still air = 0.68 "R"
- Any Surf. 15 mph wind = 0.17 "R"
- Any Surf. 7.5 mph wind = 0.25 "R"

The "R" values themselves are readily available from the manufacturer of the specific materials, or as published in the 1977 ASHRAE Handbook on Fundamentals and dozens of other technical manuals. For maximum accuracy in computations, it is recommended that the specific manufacturer be consulted since the present emphasis on improved insulating values is causing rapid changes in manufacturing technology and production methods.

On the basis of Formula (1), a temperature gradient thru the construction can be prepared as shown by the heavy line in Figures 1 through 4 of typical wall sections, based on climatic conditions of -15° outdoor (tₒ) and 70° indoor (t₁) Fig. 22 on single and double glazing has been included primarily to graphically show the insulating value of a dead air space.

The "U" value, or Btu heat transmission thru the entire wall section, is shown at the top of each Figure. Fundamentally, the "U" factor is the reciprocal of the total "R" value, and represents the Btu's lost per square foot, per degree difference between the indoor and outdoor temperature. As an example the total "R" value of Fig. 1 is 14.41. The reciprocal is:

U = 1/14.41

Figure 1 also shows a temperature of -9° behind the siding, -2° behind the sheathing, 56° behind the insulation and 63° at the room surface, when the outdoor temperature is -15°.

The second point of this discussion involves "Dewpoint" which, simply stated for our purposes, is the surface temperature at which visible condensation will occur under set conditions of surrounding air tem-
So, "who do you know wants to conserve?" The awakening, and it will be a rude one, will occur when the Nation's economy returns to normal, when production and GNP regain their former levels, and unemployment returns to the 3-4% level. Couple this with severe Winters such as we had several years ago and the "glut" will miraculously disappear, like a mirage!

As to our technology providing an immediate answer, or an immediate alternate resource, there will be no economically feasible solution for at least 15 years, and then only after vast sums of money are expended.

Our only immediate "alternate resource" is conservation. It is available right now. It can produce immediate savings. It is one of the only ways of cutting overhead, short of reducing your staff and your production.

It is cheapest to implement, right now. Above all, it buys an extremely precious commodity, TIME! Our technology desperately needs time to resolve the most critical problem in our history, whether you believe it or not!

The main thrust of this article, however, deals with a problem which has been created in many buildings because of energy conservation practices, and which, in the long run, can offset any savings realized over the first several years. The problem is "negative pressure" within the building and its effect on condensation within the architectural and structural components. Unless this development is fully understood by the design professions, especially Architects, there will be many an anxious moment as Owners prepare their accusations for faulty design or faulty construction materials and installation.

To fully understand the mechanics of this problem, there must be a fundamental knowledge of (1) surface temperatures, (2) dewpoint, and its relationship to surface temperatures, room temperatures and room humidity, and (3) the basic cause of negative pressure within a building structure.

First, the surface temperature at any point within a composite wall or roof can be easily calculated by use of the following formula:

\[
U = \frac{1}{R}
\]

where \(U\) is the thermal transmittance in Btu/ft\(^2\)°F and \(R\) is the thermal resistance in ft\(^2\)°F/Btu. The determination of dewpoint temperatures is generally made from a "psychrometric chart", a portion of which is shown in Fig. 23 only to present a simplistic explanation of how a given set of temperature and humidity conditions react when cooled. (A simplified table of dewpoint temperatures is shown in Figure 23A).

In our example as shown, the room conditions are being maintained at 75°F and 35% relative humidity. The air closest to the cold exterior wall, ceiling or roof begins to cool along the horizontal line shown between point A and point B.

Note that as the temperature is dropping, the humidity is rising! At 70°, the humidity is 41%. At 65° it is 49%. At 55°, it is 70%. At 46°, it is 100%!

In other words, at 46° the air is saturated and can hold no more moisture. Therefore, the original combination of 75° and 35% relative humidity has a dewpoint of 46°.

If the surface in contact with this air is anywhere between 33° and 45°, moisture will form on the surface. If the surface temperature is 32° or less, frost and ice will form on the surface.

As the surface temperatures within the structure vary due to (1) outdoor and indoor temperature changes and (2) exposure to sunlight, the alternate wetting and drying of the construction materials causes a constant expansion and contraction which ultimately results in rotting, spawling, corrosion and general deterioration of the entire wall, roof or window frame. Unfortunately this condition may be occurring without any visible indication from within the room itself, since the inside surface is dry and apparently very normal. The condensation, however, may be occurring internally!
In order to maintain a perfectly neutral, or no-pressure, condition within a building, the CFM (cubic feet per minute) of air exhausted through the exhaust fans must be exactly replaced with the same CFM of outside air brought in through the air handling units or supply fans. If more outside air is brought in than is exhausted, the building is under a positive pressure. If more air is exhausted than is brought in, the building is under a negative pressure. Input must equal output, or outside air CFM must equal exhaust CFM, to maintain a neutral building pressure.

Exhaust air quantities in public buildings are dictated by Codes and Standards, hence represent a fixed and constant volume during normal hours of occupancy. The mechanical designer, therefore, designs his central supply air systems to bring in the same volume of outside air as a minimum, in order to maintain system balance and prevent the building from going into a severe negative pressure condition.

Enter "Energy Conservation"!

We all know that bringing in outside air during the Winter will have horrendous effects on the monthly Utility bill, right? Therefore, the quickest way to achieve a reduction in energy costs is to manually close the outside air intake dampers at the air handling units, right?

The net results can be tabulated as follows:

- **There definitely** is a reduction in energy costs;
- Since the exhaust fans are still sucking air out of the building, and no replacement, or outside, air is being brought in, the building is under a high negative pressure;
- Infiltration is greatly accelerated through windows and window frames, entrance doors and construction materials;
- The internal space humidity levels **increase** due to the lack of outside air being introduced at the air handling units;
- The surface temperatures within the construction materials are much colder than normal due to the infiltration of cold outside air;
- Moisture and/or frost begins forming within the construction materials, much sooner and heavier than if the building was under a positive pressure;
- Life expectancy of the building materials is drastically reduced, requiring replacement much sooner than anticipated and offsetting all energy savings realized;

As an added energy conservation measure, the maintenance man recalcks all windows, replaces all window and door weatherstripping and generally seals all cracks and crevices he can find, thereby further sealing the building and further increasing the negative pressure in the building with its damaging and costly effects.

An additional costly effect is the downdraft in chimneys and domestic hot water heater vents, since they represent the only openings to the outside. This back-pressure has a severe effect on burner efficiencies and could, alone, offset the energy savings achieved by closing the outside air dampers.

In summary, buildings must be ventilated properly in order to maintain minimum condensation levels. Buildings must be allowed to "breathe". Question the building's mechanical system operation whenever accusations are leveled at the Architect for faulty design or specification of materials.

The over-zealous and unqualified custodian may be responsible for unwittingly creating a serious problem, all in the name of "conservation."

---

**Infiltration**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wind Velocity in MPH</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>15</th>
<th>20</th>
<th>25</th>
<th>30</th>
<th>40</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Brick wall - plain</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>4.20</td>
<td>7.85</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>22.9</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 1/2 - brick wall - 2 coats gypsum plaster on brick</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>0.086</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum plaster on brick</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td>0.062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 - brick wall - plain</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.59</td>
<td>7.48</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - brick wall - furring, 2 coats gypsum plaster</td>
<td>0.021</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>0.159</td>
<td>0.353</td>
<td>0.530</td>
<td>0.706</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum plaster on brick</td>
<td>0.008</td>
<td>0.031</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.143</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.387</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13 - brick wall - 2 coats prepared gypsum plaster</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.023</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>0.067</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gypsum plaster on brick</td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.009</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.040</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Formula: Btu/Sq Ft/Min = CFM x 0.0075 x (F_i - F_o)
How does moisture, or humidity, penetrate a solid masonry wall, or any type of construction? "By "vapor pressure". The moisture content of the air within the building creates its own pressure, totally independent of any air movement or air currents within the space. This literally forces the moisture into the construction materials, all of which are porous to a greater or lesser degree except for metals and glass.

The answer to this moisture penetration, of course, is a "vapor barrier", installed as close as possible to the interior surface where the penetration originates. Ideally, the barrier should be the interior surface material or finish.

Unfortunately, whether the barrier is of a structural type, a membrane or a coating, the effectiveness is totally dependent on the integrity of the workmanship. A pinhole leak in a membrane or hair-line cracks in a coating can literally destroy the effectiveness of the entire barrier.

Consider the multitude of wall and barrier penetrations by way of electrical junction boxes, telephone outlets, nail holes for picture hanging, drapery supports, etc., etc. Improper sealing of the wall at the floor level can also provide a major passage for moisture into the wall interior.

The last item of discussion is the effect of building static pressures (or internal air pressure) on all of the data presented thus far.

An important fact to remember is that virtually all types of wall construction permit leakage of air, or "infiltration", directly through the construction materials! The results of ASHRAE tests, conducted more than 60 years ago, confirmed the rates of infiltration through solid masonry and these results are shown in Fig. 24.

The question which urgently begs an answer is "How does this air movement through the wall effect our calculations for surface temperatures within the construction, as shown in

\[
\begin{align*}
U & = 1.10 \\
& = 93.5 \text{ Btu/ft}^2/\text{F} \\
U & = 0.43 \\
& = 36.6 \text{ Btu/ft}^2/\text{F}
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 22

Single Plate

Double Glazed

Mr. Schulz is Manager of Enervations, a division of Ring and Du Chateau, Contracting Engineers.

Figures 1-4?" Unfortunately, no conclusive tests have been performed, to the best of my knowledge.

Logically, it stands to reason that the internal temperatures must drop, since Formula No. 1 is based on no air movement through the structure. As a consequence, if internal temperatures are lowered, the chances for internal condensation are vastly increased.

The logical answer to this problem is to maintain a slightly positive pressure within the building, thereby causing the warmer room air to "exfiltrate" through the construction, rather than have a negative building pressure which "infiltrates" cold outside air.

Although wind velocities can have a major effect on infiltration on the windward side of a building, and exfiltration on the downwind side, the prime contributor to positive or negative building pressure is the mechanical system controlling the building environment.
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Some folks talk as if we have a choice about nuclear power generation.

"No nukes!" is a clear and simple slogan.

However, it has a clear and simple corollary which is never added in the same breath: no nukes, less economic growth.

Some clear and simple statistics explain why this is so.

In 1979, according to the Edison Electric Institute, 32.2% of our thermally generated electric power came from oil and natural gas. The rest, 67.8%, came from coal and nuclear power. (Hydroelectric power supplies a mere 1.2% of America's electricity.)

Now, to help make possible our necessary economic growth we will have to double our electric generating capacity in the next 15 years. What fuels can we use? Time is running out.

By 1990, natural gas will have been eliminated, by government mandate, as a source of electric power. Oil will be prohibitively expensive for such purposes. And solar energy is not expected to come into its own until we are well into the 21st century.

Coal production and distribution can't go forward fast enough to meet our needs. And the costs of coal-powered generation are substantially more than those of nuclear power.

Despite reported threats posed by a few malfunctions the fact is that there have been no deaths or severe injuries to the public as a result of radiation from commercial nuclear power generation. It is one of the safest activities on earth.

So if you're thinking of expanding your business or increasing production, think electrically and talk to a qualified electrical contractor.

But also think realistically about where your electricity must come from.

We can make it from almost anything. And use it for almost everything.

National Electrical Contractors Association

Milwaukee Chapter
710 N. Plankinton Avenue
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203
414-273-6916

Wisconsin Chapter
2601 West Beltline Highway
Madison, Wisconsin 53713
608-271-1912
Small Commercial Buildings Can Be Built This Way Too!

In the Governor's Home Energy Contest held for the State of Wisconsin a forty foot, two story dome home in Cedarburg, Wisconsin with a full basement has won first place in its class. The home energy consumption was totaled for the twelve month period from May 1, 1980 thru April 31, 1981. Total square footage in the dwelling is 2,989 square feet. The dome shell is 8\(\frac{1}{2}\) inches thick with a 7\(\frac{1}{2}\) inch insulated cavity. The house is all electric. Total energy use (cooking, bathing, heating, etc.) is as follows.

The dome home required 29,792 BTU's per square foot for one entire year. Many items were taken into consideration when the dome home was built, such as insulating windows, doors, caulking and weatherstripping, and wrapping hot air and water runs with insulation. Low voltage circulating fans keep air circulation constant in order to avoid stratification of heated air.

To determine air quality, the Environmental Protection Agency ran an air quality test on the dwelling in the month of February, 1981. The dwelling was tested for above average concentrations of carbon monoxide, formaldehyde, and particulate matter. All tests showed interior air to be no different than the air outside of the building.

Many of the same building principles with the addition of passive solar, have been incorporated in a 52 foot diameter dome built for commercial purposes in the city of Montello, Wisconsin. It is now the assembly hall for the Montello senior citizens.
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Important Information for Architects on GAS SERVICE

The Public Service Commission of Wisconsin has approved Wisconsin Gas Company's request to offer natural gas service to commercial and industrial firms.

This authorization allows the acceptance of liberally expanded service to new customers and additional amounts of natural gas to existing customers.

If your clients are planning a new building or plant, desire to convert their present facility, or are expanding . . . contact your Wisconsin Gas commercial or industrial representative for specific information to assist you in meeting their needs for natural gas service.

WISCONSIN GAS
Industrial Market Services

CALL: 1-(414)-291-6990
Masonry's Importance In Passive Solar

By Lillian Leenhouts, FAIA

The Masonry Institute of Wisconsin and the Concrete Masonry Industries, in cooperation with M.S.O.E.; the National Concrete Masonry Association; and the Brick Institute of America, Region 5, put together two very attractive seminars — one last December and one last March. At both events, 500 people attended and at each event, hundreds had to be turned away, so popular was the subject matter.

Here are a few of the notes I took. They are very useful points, some of which have newly become more apparent. Perhaps they will be exciting discoveries of some readers.

A. On underground construction, from Brent Anderson of the University of Minnesota:

- Soil is a moderator, not an insulator.
- Try for walls of R 20-30; roof R50.
- One pane of glass, R 1; two panes, R 3; three panes, R 3; four panes, R 4.
- Asphalt emulsifies under water. Use Butyl rubber or Bentalite clay.
- Use 1” minimum insulation on block outside to stop inside condensation.
- Figure 40# to 60# lateral pressure underground and use 3” to 4” of insulation on the block.

B. Dale G. Kolbeck of Anders, Inc., the consistent winner in the annual Parade of Homes of the Metropolitan Builders Association of Greater Milwaukee, showed a house built with his partner Andy Lewis:

- 93% of the glass was to the south.
- There is much interior brick and masonry for “mass storage” of passive solar heat.
- 3’ and 4’ earth berm cuts infiltration and cools in summer.
- Open plan. Storage areas to north and rooms to south.
- Used some “Arctic Seal”: 3 layers of milar: R6.3.
- Brick exterior — heat lag.
- Back-up heat — fireplace and furnace.
- Annual heat — $134 per year.
- R 16 walls, R 40 ceiling.

C. Anders Lewis of Anders, Inc.:

With the interior brick wall raised to 74° by the sun and the air, at 64° it feels like 70° in the room.

4” of masonry provides the optimum thickness per dollar cost.

With 18 to 35 sq. ft. of floor area in glass, one can collect or save 14% to 18% of heat load. Adding night insulation of R 9 raises this to 48% up to 70%.

D. Stephen G. Heibein, Energy Engineer of the National Concrete Assn., engineer for the Anders house:

The Anders house incorporated twice the masonry mass storage as Heibein suggested.

E. Dr. J. Douglas Balcomb of the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory:

Masonry is good anywhere in the room — it need not be in the sun’s path.

The ceiling tiles developed for heat storage in Massachusetts proved expensive so are being dropped.

Daylight is important.

The Los Alamos Scientific Lab has a good handbook of figures if one wishes to request it from the Lab’s Energy Division.

Don’t vent a Trombe wall unless there is much mass storage.

F. Rodney Wright, architect for Soldiers Grove, the little Wisconsin town that moved to high ground:

The business district of the town will now be out of the Mississippi flood plain.

It is possible to build a 100% passively heated solar building.

Solar greenhouses have to have less temperature swings than solar SPACES.

In a solar supermarket, the cans of beans, etc., make for a wonderful heat sink — but you’re in trouble if the market switches to selling breakfast food, only.

A naturally vented solar space will generally not get up to 90° F.
Go Straight
To Cronstroms When Your Designs Call For Curves

Even though energy efficiency is the watchword in public buildings today, that doesn’t mean you have to shackle yourself to time worn designs. Instead, consider the benefits of Cronstroms CTS thermal barrier system. Its energy-saving design eliminates metal-to-metal contact in curved or straight designs. And that means no frost or condensation, even at temperatures of -30°F. Of course, that’s something you’d expect from Cronstroms. Cronstroms was the first to develop this thermal break system 14 years ago.

You’d also expect to find unusual applications of the CTS system. You will.

At the Lake Superior Maritime Museum located on Minnesota’s waterfront in Duluth, a location buffeted by winter’s bone-chilling gale force winds, the architect specified Cronstroms CTS thermal barrier energy saving walls and windows for a new addition linking two sections. Notice the bent mullions of the upper section.

You’ll find another distinctive CTS design at First Federal Savings and Loan where curved mullions frame the glass entry doors.

Cronstroms Manufacturing, Inc.
4225 Hiawatha Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55406
(612) 722-6671

Over 50 Years
At the edge of your imagination lies a new frontier of comfort. The Super Spa, 103" x 86½" x 34" of sublimity. With optional fixed or floating teakwood table for added pleasure. Installed indoors or out. A practical alternative to a swimming pool, serving as both hot tub and whirlpool. Shown in Sequoia, one of a variety of exciting colors. For a free, full-color catalog, contact your Kohler dealer listed in the Yellow Pages or write: Kohler Company, Dept. SPA A, Kohler, Wisconsin 53044.
"ATTENTION ARCHITECTS!"
FOR YOUR NEXT BIG PLUMBING
OR HEATING PROJECT, CONSULT
WITH YOUR LOCAL KOHLER DISTRIBUTOR
LISTED HERE.

GREEN BAY
Murphy Supply Co., Inc.
1055 Lake St., P. O. Box 310
(54305)
Phone: 1-414-497-7004

WISCONSIN RAPIDS
W. S. Patterson Co.
2111 Engel Road
(54494)
Phone: 1-715-421-1585

MADISON (Home Office)
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St.
(53703)
Phone: 1-608-257-3755

APPLETON
W. S. Patterson Co.
2100 W. College Ave.
(54911)
Phone: 1-414-739-3136

OSHKOSH
Lakeland Plumbing Supply Co., Inc.
1714 Ashland St.
(54902)
Phone: 1-414-231-3860

MILWAUKEE
Milwaukee Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.
1313 W. St. Paul Ave.
(53233)
Phone: 1-414-273-3600

United Plumbing & Heating Supply Co.
9947 W. Carmen Ave.
(53225)
Phone: 1-414-464-5100

SHEBOYGAN
J. J. Koepsell Co.
1010 S. 9th St.
(53081)
Phone: 1-414-457-3646

THE ROCK COUNTY BRANCH
Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
Route No. 3, Hy. 51 - South
Janesville, Wis. 53545
Phone: 1-608-754-8106

BROOKFIELD
The H. W. Theis Co.
3595 North 127th St.
(53005)
Phone: 1-414-781-5260
Energy credits afford the owners of business or agricultural buildings a chance to reduce their tax liabilities by using new business equipment whose primary source of energy is other than gas or oil. There are tax credits available for the installation of or conversion to solar, wind or geo-thermal systems; hydroelectric generating systems; and some other qualified energy property. In the future, the credits on these three categories will range from 15% on the first to 11% on the second and 10% on the last. In most cases, the equipment will have to be placed in service before the end of 1985. There are nine types of equipment that qualify for the energy credit. They are:

1) alternative energy property;
2) specially defined energy property;
3) solar, wind, or solar process heat energy property;
4) recycling equipment;
5) shale oil equipment
6) equipment for producing natural gas from geopressed brine;
7) qualified hydroelectric generating property;
8) cogeneration equipment; and
9) qualified intercity buses.

Obviously, you would not be interested in all nine, but a few of them should tempt you.

Alternative energy property includes boilers, burners, and pollution control equipment which use a substance other than oil or gas as their fuel.

Specially defined energy property consists of new, depreciable equipment with a useful life of at least three years that is added to an existing building to conserve energy by recovering and further utilizing heat or unburned gases. Here you are looking at recuperators, heat wheels, regenerators, heat exchangers, and automatic energy control systems among others.

Equipment which uses solar or wind energy to generate electricity; to heat, cool or provide hot water in a building; or to provide solar process heat to a building is eligible for the credit. Generally, a solar energy equipment system involves the transformation of sunlight into heat or electricity through the use of such devices as solar cells or other collectors, storage systems for electricity and for hot air or hot water, heat exchangers to utilize captured and stored energy, and related equipment such as fans and thermostats. Similarly, the credit for wind equipment applies to the windmill or other devices to harness outdoor moving air.

Let's suppose that you include the installation of an automatic energy control system in a building that is being renovated. The owner will be able to claim an energy credit of 10% of the cost on his business tax return. That can amount to an attractive consideration when coupled with the resulting fuel cost savings.

If you are interested in learning more about the business energy credits, the Internal Revenue Service's Publication 572, "Investment Credit", discusses the energy credit, which business taxpayers claim on IRS Form 5468. This publication and information about qualifying property may be obtained by contacting local IRS offices. The regulations which describe qualifying energy property do not list every kind of energy property which may qualify for the credit; however, they do provide additional information in regard to specific items.
ARE YOU DESIGNING FOR THE FUTURE?

Bakke Chiropractic Clinic, DeForest, WI

This futuristic energy efficient clinic is designed with these unique features: R-26 walls, R-40 ceiling and a basement mass contained in 2" of styrofoam to form a heat sink. A solar contribution of 50%-60% with Solar Shelter, Inc. air collectors, brick storage, 3-zone heating and solid state controller with digital readout.

DISTRIBUTORS

ADVANCED SOLAR SYSTEMS
P.O. Box 171
Deerfield, IL 60015
PHONE: (312) 945-5270

WOODLAND ENTERPRISES
Radisson Building Center
Radisson, WI 54867
PHONE: (715) 945-2621

R.E.C. ASSOCIATES
Box 350 - Route 3
Holmen, WI 54636
PHONE: (608) 526-3524

WITTE BARKER
2301 Advance Drive
Beloit, WI 53511
PHONE: (608) 362-8961

NATURAL CONCEPTS, INC.
1025 South Third Avenue
Wausau, WI 54401
PHONE: (715) 848-1308

BIESE CONSTRUCTION
Route 4, Box 264A
Appleton, WI 54911
PHONE: (414) 766-9198

NORTHERN LAKES SOLAR
Box 225
Minocqua, WI 54548
PHONE: (715) 385-2371

WILDER DESIGN BUILDERS
545 Mill Street
Tomah, WI 54660
PHONE: (608) 372-4663

WILMAC BUILDERS, INC.
1918 Greenway Cross
Madison, WI 53713
PHONE: (608) 274-6644

ENERGY SYSTEMS UNLIMITED
526 N. Park Street
Reedsburg, WI 53959
PHONE: (608) 524-4457

PHILLIPS BUILDERS
2256 Gooder
Eau Claire, WI 54701
PHONE: (715) 835-9801

WISCONSIN SOLAR SYSTEMS, INC.
419 Humboldt Street
Watertown, WI 53094
PHONE: (414) 261-8112

WSA Members are welcome to regional schools.

Contact Regional Office:

ENERGY 2000 /
SEABERG & ASSOCIATES, INC.
200 Halsor Street
DeForest, WI 53532
Phone: (608) 846-3055
Government suppresses study:
Sawhill Report explodes energy myths

There is a one-thousand page government study that the government now wants to suppress. What could this study possibly say? It says that America has a golden opportunity to grow, to diminish unemployment, reduce inflation and stabilize its national security (a) without large increases in the use of electricity and coal, and (b) without foreign oil. It also makes not a single mention of nuclear power. The key to the future lies in two things: efficiency and renewable energy resources.

The official title of the study is Report on Building a Sustainable Future, but it is known in energy circles as "the Sawhill Report" after deputy secretary of energy John C. Sawhill, who coined the phrase during the Carter administration. The Reagan's election. No sooner was the Sawhill report done than it was disowned by the new leadership in the Department of Energy. "Conservation is left-wing" a Reagan energy adviser told Daniel Tarullo of Harvard. The DOE no longer likes to use the terms "fact" and "analysis." "Production" is the magic word in those halls of policy now.

What are the facts and analysis in the Sawhill report that the current federal administration does not wish to be widely known?

A different kind of growth

To quote the report itself:

Some people want solar because it is good business.
Some want it because it is elegant design.
Some want it because it is ecologically sound.
Some want it because it is an avenue of liberation.

SERA is for all those in Wisconsin who want solar, for whatever reason.

SERA is:
the Wisconsin Chapter of the American Section of the International Solar Energy Society.
WISCONSUN CENTRAL, the Wisconsin Solar News, the legislative sub-committee, the speakers bureau, the SERA news service.

Help Make Solar Happen In Wisconsin.

---

Join SERA

Please fill out this form and return to:

SERA
525 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53703
Phone 608/251-4447

Date ______ Particular Interest ______

Background

Architect
Engineer
Manufacturer

Banker
Government: Local
Realtor

Broker
Government: State
Researcher

Contractor
Government: Federal
Student

Designer
Homeowner
Utility

Distributor
Installer
Other

Educator
Investor

Full Membership (ind.)
$20

Family
$25

SERA member and
$40

AS of ISES (ind.)

SERA and AS of ISES
$50

Family

WSN subscription
$10

$20 Full Membership (ind.)
$25 Family
$40 SERA member and
AS of ISES (ind.)
$50 SERA and AS of ISES
Family
$10 WSN subscription

☐ Send me an application form
for WISCONSUN CENTRAL
☐ Send me an application form to be
on the SERA Speakers Bureau.

Name ___________________________

Address _________________________

City __________________ State _____ Zip ______

This is the number you call in Wisconsin when you want information about solar energy—any form of solar direct gain, wind, biomass. This service is provided by:

SERA
525 University Avenue
Madison, WI 53703

SERA is a membership organization to promote solar in Wisconsin. We want all solar advocates to join—businesses, professionals, consumers—because solar needs educational, political, organizational pushing in addition to standard market forces.

Give us a call, join, get active.

Wisconsin architect/august, 1981 19
One of the more remarkable aspects of our society is its ability to assimilate and accommodate substantial change without producing intolerable stress. This is nowhere more evident than in the national response to the perceived continuing energy crisis. Americans have, over the past few years, with relatively minimal federal encouragement, managed to not only cut gross energy demand but to initiate mechanisms needed for conservation in all sectors of the economy.

The Construction Industry represents one of the principal end users of energy both with respect to procedures and materials and occupancy utilization. Estimates vary with experts; however, savings of from 30% to 50% of annual building energy budgets have been projected, based on a range of passive concepts.

Without reliance on sophisticated alternative energy generation, it appears that substantial thermal conservation benefits may be derived from a number of relatively straightforward measures which building design professionals can employ. In this regard it must be said that we have reached the point in our national maturity that concern for energy conservation can no longer be considered as an optional area of interest for architectural practitioners. The reality is that in a few years only those architects with demonstrated attitudes and expertise in energy conservation techniques will be getting important commissions. Moreover, in a period of rapid and often pointless change in architectural styles, an energy related design approach can provide professionals with a non-arbitrary and powerful formal design tool.

All of which is to say that the responsibilities and corresponding opportunities in the 80's require a major individual commitment to energy conservation on the part of all practitioners and architects-in-training. Acquisition of the necessary knowledge base with respect to practical application is readily available. Wisconsin is particularly fortunate in this regard. One of the most prominent organizations is the University of Wisconsin Solar Laboratory, founded over 20 years ago and based in Madison, one of the few nationally recognized organizations currently involved in fundamental solar energy research. Graduates of its program staff many of the agencies involved in solar research including DOE and SERI. The School of Architecture and Urban Planning recently added Prof. Michael Utzinger, a graduate of the Solar Lab, to strengthen its faculty in this area. Prof. Utzinger, who holds the M.S. Engineering degree in addition to architectural credentials offers our energy fundamentals course and will be delivering a number of short continuing education courses for professionals through UWM Extension. The Department plans future expansion of energy design programs both within the School and for the professional community.

In this regard UWM's School of Architecture and Urban Planning sponsored together with the National Endowment for the Arts and Department of Energy a major energy conference on April 23 to April 25 inclusive. Nationally recognized speakers offered workshops including: Ralph Knowles, Ph.D.; Amos Rapoport, Distinguished Professor, UWM; Richard G. Stein, longtime energy advocate; and Will M. C. Lam, Professor at Harvard and M.I.T.

It is extremely encouraging to see, in addition to an increase in thermal education, a rising concern by Wisconsin Congressmen for incentive legislation encouraging conservation in building design. On February 2, the SOLPLAN Conference was held in Madison to present and discuss the research and recommendations of a DOE funded study directed to energy conservation in the individual residential sector within Wisconsin. The Conference attracted an unusually large number of well informed State legislators as well as educators, energy researchers and government officials.

Of particular interest to the architectural community are a number of policy recommendations:
1. Weatherization Standards/
   The State Legislature is asked to develop mandatory weatherization standards in conjunction with DILHR. Possibly these might extend to passive retrofitting of existing housing stock. Policy recommendations include substantial tax credits and possible outright grants for low income families, whose homes account for a disproportionately large share of energy loss in the housing sector.

Professional Leadership will be required in helping to define and promulgate new residential and commercial thermal efficiency standards.

2. Energy Clearinghouse/
The SOLPLAN report calls for the formation of an "energy clearinghouse" in Madison to provide a centralized agency where the public as well as design professionals might obtain current information on thermally efficient methods and materials.

3. Passive Vs. Active/
   Although SOLPLAN includes some recommendations for continued research development of active collector systems, the main thrust of the report emphasizes the substantial cost-benefits related to passive design measures for new and existing housing. Experiments undertaken at the Energy in Buildings Research Institute corroborate this point of view. Our climate does not, for the foreseeable future, provide a viable setting for cost beneficial active systems. On the other hand, passive design proposals appear to be extremely economically attractive and with legislative incentives, irresistible.

4. Wood Burning Heat Generators/
   SOLPLAN includes recommendations for development of innovative woodburning equipment and residential designs to take advantage of Wisconsin's renewable fuel resources. This represents one of the most controversial parts of the report, raising questions about ecological and environmental impact. However, the case of utilization of alternative energy sources in Wisconsin is an urgent one. Currently we import 98% of our fuel requirements creating an immense flow of both jobs and dollars from the State. An estimated 9 billion dollars is expected to leave Wisconsin over the next five years. SOLPLAN proposals could, if implemented, retain 30% or more of this expenditure within Wisconsin.

Wisconsin Architects are fortunate in being in an enlightened Legislative environment with respect to thermal efficiency of buildings. In one respect our harsh winter climate may prove to be advantageous to our profession by generating a substantial number of new commissions and providing increased opportunities for retrofitting existing buildings.
RETAIN YOUR EARNINGS BY LOWER OPERATING COSTS USING PRECAST, PRESTRESSED CONCRETE INSULATED WALL PANELS

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THE INHERENT THERMAL STORAGE OF THE CONCRETE MASS COMBINED OF HIGH "R" VALUE INSULATION

PLANNING YOUR ENERGY SAVINGS?

CONTACT

HURLBUT

COMPLETE STRUCTURAL BUILDING SYSTEMS

2448 Century Road Green Bay, WI 54303 414/494-3436
Alternate Income Report
by Noble E. Rose, AIA

During 1980, the WSA Officers, acting as the long range planning arm of the WSA, opted to look into alternate income options for the WSA.

Although WSA dependency on income from membership fees is enviably low among AIA components, it was thought that if additional income could be generated, more services and benefits could be made available to the members and fees could be held in line as the economy escalates.

Ideas that surfaced through the efforts of the Long Range Planning Committee, the Executive Director and the past Presidents are listed in this article. To obtain a good cross section of the membership, additional ideas are being solicited. We are asking that you look over this list, brainstorm some ideas and offer suggestions.

**ALTERNATE INCOME/GROUP I:** These ideas relate to the fact that alternate services might be made available to members or individual firms, primarily on a one to one basis, that would be supported by a fee from the subscriber. These services should be extraordinary in nature and not be of a general type of service which the WSA should be expected to offer to all. Examples within this category:

- **Referral Legal Services** — Preliminary consultation or a "checkup", limited to business matters as they relate to design professionals.

- **Building Commission Minutes** — The agenda and minutes would be provided to a subscriber list.

- **Group Life Insurance Plan** — A Term Plan arranged by WSA to replace the AIA Plan that is not available in Wisconsin due to Insurance Commission Regulations.

**MASTER SPEC 2** — Provide word processing service to subscribing firms.

**Financial Management Computer Processing Service** — Involving automated accounting systems, payroll, project control, etc.

**Office Management, Marketing, etc. Consultation Coop** — With cost divided between two to four firms, a specialist (Welde Cox, for example) could be brought to Madison or Milwaukee for a day or two.

**ALTERNATE INCOME/GROUP II:** It is possible that some of WSA's present income sources could be reviewed for modifications that would lead to greater income. Some examples might be:

- **Initiate Firm Membership Category** — The 1979-80 Financial Task Force investigated methods to arrive at equitable dues. A plan was developed which would reduce the individual membership dues and shift the burden more equitably to the firms. Inherently, increased income remains a potential if this plan were instigated.

- **Convention Income** — By offering a larger exhibit floor, as is the case in Milwaukee, income will be increased.

- **Expanded Document Sales** — Other bookstore type merchandise could be put on display within the WSA Offices and promoted for sale through catalog type mailings. An additional market might be realized during holidays for gift purchases, client appreciation gifts, etc.

**ALTERNATE INCOME/GROUP III:** Finally, there may be opportunities available for new sources of income, not related to either Group I or II. Some suggestions offered were:

**Investment & Real Estate** — This was reviewed several years ago and an opportunity for the purchase of a FLLW Building in Madison surfaced as recently as 1980. It was suggested that space could be rented or leased to WSA as well as related professionals or their associations.

**Grants** — WSA has looked into funding from the Wisconsin Arts Board, The Wisconsin Humanities Board and recently prepared a proposal for MASEC.

**Sample Room** — Space for display of manufacturer's products. A central place where Architects bring their clients to review the latest products and materials.

**Art Works Sales** — Silent auctions on member's art work, mounted architectural drawings, etc.

**Standards Library** — (Possibly a Group I Item for subscription if start up costs are too high.) — Make available for immediate need of seldom used standard or references to ANSI, Fed Spec, Mil Spec, ASTM, Commercial Standards, Trade Association Standards, out of state codes, etc.

"Guide to Architecture in Wisconsin" — Publish such a guide comprised of individual sections from each community. The individual sections could be made available for purchase by local Associations of Commerce, Welcome Stations, industries, etc.

This request for additional ideas is an experiment in involvement. At the present time, no group has sat under one roof to legitimately categorize this effort as an alternate income task force. Hopefully, membership input will make this the largest task force in the history of the WSA. Your ideas are requested. Send them in today!
Insulated Precast Concrete Wall Panels may be the solution to today's stricter building code requirements for Energy Conservation.

At J. W. PETERS & SONS we have successfully produced insulated Wall Panels since 1968. The thickness of the rigid insulation, cast between two layers of concrete, can result in "U" values of .19, .10 or whatever your requirements may dictate. We offer a variety of exterior finishes from form finish to exposed aggregate. All this in either a load-bearing or non load-bearing Wall System! Pictured here is a sample of our "Energy Efficient" Wall Panels:

Owner: Trammel Crow Company; Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Architect: Wilson, Jenkins & Associates; Des Plaines, Illinois
General Contractor: The Lee Corporation; Indianapolis, Indiana

Give us a call, Our years of experience may be the solution to your next Energy Conservation problem!

Serving the Construction Industry since 1940.

P.O. BOX 160 Burlington, WI 53105

J. W. PETERS & SONS, INC.

Newly affiliated with the Cretex Companies, Inc., Elk River, MN
The bright promise of the future is here today! Harnessing the sun's rays to provide a hot water supply for all the family needs — laundry, dishes, shower — is here! Best of all . . . the successful use of solar-developed heat not only saves America's dwindling supply of energy but helps assure adequate supplies for more critical uses.

The new CONSERVATIONIST solar system brings that promise to you backed with the same innovative engineering that brought the first residential CONSERVATIONIST water heaters to market . . . and made their name synonymous with energy savings. This leadership manifests itself in a new line of fine quality solar water heaters and systems.

The CONSERVATIONIST solar system can be tailored to any area and prevailing weather conditions. The CONSERVATIONIST solar system is also designed for use with existing water heaters.
here's how the CONSERVATIONIST solar system works:

- The hot sun rays are absorbed by roof-mounted collector panels to heat special anti-freeze fluid that is circulating through integral copper channels.

- A closed-loop system is utilized with a heat transfer fluid of propylene glycol solution that eliminates any worries of freezing or scale formation in the collector panels.

- Heater-mounted differential controller has modulating output to collect maximum amount of available heat from collector panels, even on cloudy days. Pump is adjustable for flow with a restrictor that makes the CONSERVATIONIST solar system flexible for various installations.

- Diaphragm expansion tank is provided on top of heater to handle expansion of heat transfer fluid in closed-loop circulating line.

- Two high density magnesium anodes protect tank against corrosion.

- 3-inch double efficiency blanket of high density insulation surrounds tank to keep in more heat.

- Tank is isolated from the jacket to prevent conduction heat loss.

PHOENIX™
screw-in immersion element has two-way protection: A sheathing of Iron-Base Super-alloy provides excellent protection against burn-out, oxidation and scaling. The ceramic terminal block won't melt like ordinary plastic blocks. The PHOENIX elements provide "back-up" heating, as needed.

LIMITED WARRANTY OUTLINE
If the tank should fail within five years, under the terms of the warranty, A. O. Smith will furnish a replacement unit; installation, labor, handling and local delivery extra. When used commercially, warranty is for one year. This outline is not a warranty. For complete information, consult the written warranty or A. O. Smith Consumer Products Division.
CONSERVATIONIST SOLAR SYSTEMS
can be tailored for specific areas and traditional weather conditions.

The CONSERVATIONIST offers a total choice of energy-efficient solar systems that maximize specific conditions and provide adequate hot water supplies at all times. Collector panels are designed for freeze or non-freeze areas. Panel size is determined by traditional conditions, size of tank and hot water requirements.

CORONA heat exchangers are used in sets of two or four to maximize heat transfer according to area, conditions and size of system. An additional two-speed pump can be added to the differential controller to assure maximum collection of available solar energy.

PHOENIX element provides back-up energy supply, if needed; CONSERVATIONIST systems tailored with none, one or two elements for maximum performance, dependability.

CONSERVATIONIST residential water heaters are the first energy savers . . . reduce operating costs to save money . . . pay for themselves in energy cost savings. THERMOGARD dip tube (selected gas models) give more usable hot water at energy saving inputs. Electric models feature PHOENIX elements that provide two-way protection against burn-out.

Your authorized dealer:

CONSERVATIONIST residential boilers have a copper coil combustion chamber to allow water to circulate through coils around flames to capture radiant heat. Maximum heat transfer is assured with heat transfer directly above burner with lifetime copper tube and fins bonded by unique lead-tin dip process. Design certified by A.G.A.

These energy-saving products meet or exceed ASHRAE 90-75 Standard for energy efficiency.

A. O. Smith Corporation reserves the right to make product changes or improvements at any time without notice.

A. O. Smith
Consumer Products Division
P. O. Box 28
Kankakee, IL 60901

Newark, California
Stratford, Ontario, Canada
Seattle, Washington
Veldhoven, The Netherlands

A. O. Smith Corporation, 1981

Printed in U.S.A.
THANK YOU

The Wisconsin Architects Foundation (WAF) is involved in a fund raising drive in an attempt to increase their endowment. In less than 12 months those efforts have raised over $9000.

The WAF thanks the following individuals and companies for their contributions. The WAF is continuing to seek additional donations (tax deductible). For more information contact any WAF Director or the WSA office.

Don Schraufnagel
Thomas M. Slater
Edward Suchorski
Robert E. DeBruin
Garrick R. Maine
Derald M. West, AIA
Michael A. Corrigan
Stubenrauch Associates
Radford Co.
William Bauhs
Paul Brust
A. J. Cuthbert
David M. Ahern
Arnold & O'Sheridan
Pfaffer Herbst Assoc.
F. J. Rose
Robert Beckley, AIA
Lawrence E. Bray, AIA
William Guerin, AIA
Dennis Olson, AIA
Arthur W. Schwartz, AIA
Michael Szczawinski, AIA
Becker Construction Co.
Joseph G. Durrant
Verdayne T. John

Richard W. E. Perrin
Allen J. Strang
Lewis A. Siberz
Chas. W. Burroughs
Voss Hrdlicka Jorgensen
Gagnon Clay Products
T. H. Irion
Carl W. Schubert
Carl Liebert
Karel Yasko
Thomas H. Bentley, Jr.
Northwestern Elevator Co., Inc.
Stephen Bolingbrooke, AIA
Brian F. Larson, AIA
William R. Funk, AIA
Walter E. Zoller, AIA
Jeffrey G. Moths
David J. Parsons, AIA
Warren R. Bauer, AIA
John G. Bruni, AIA
John J. Heivlin, AIA
Gene Maloney, AIA
George W. Raasch, AIA
Andrew P. Kreishman, AIA
Mary LaCerte

G. Wentworth Smith, Inc.
Dick Blake
C. Huttenrauch
P. Schuyler
F. Pletcher
J. Otto
F. Espinoza
Associated Architects, Inc.
Ann (Esch) Cline
Robert L. Yarbro
Richard J. Kempinger
Robert Hackner
James Knothe
Roger Rosiansky
Don Flynn
Al Mehlhoff
Ed Eckert
Jim Gersich
Tim Larson
Greg Benz
Leonard H. Reinko
Fritz VonGrossmann, FAIA
Thomas C. Jensen
Wm. Wenzler
Harold Hagerty
We come in all sizes
(here are a few)

Residential
Single family
and multi-family
dwellings and
apartment houses

Commercial
Offices, restaurants,
schools, public places

Industrial
Factory, plant and
large area buildings

- Saves Money
- Easily Installed
- Low Maintenance

Energy Recovery Systems
DLI CAN SOLVE YOUR HEAT RECOVERY PROBLEMS

Energy efficiency and energy conservation are on everyone's mind today. Homes, commercial buildings and industrial facilities are all being built with more insulation and tighter seals. The use of Z-DUCT and E-Z-VENT air-to-air heat exchangers allow the recovery of heat from the exhaust air streams into the supply air streams assuring adequate ventilation with minimum energy loss.

Energy efficient homes across the country are utilizing the E-Z-VENT heat exchanger to bring in adequate fresh air to control humidity and odor. A typical tightly sealed house in Minneapolis moving 200 CFM of ventilation air through an E-Z-VENT will save approximately $402 of fuel during the winter by transferring the heat from the exhaust air to the supply air. At another location, a laboratory is saving 70% of its make-up air heating load and 50% of its make-up air cooling load with a Z-DUCT installation. The applications cover a broad range, and our staff is ready to assist you in applying the unique Z-DUCT heat exchanger to your energy wasting ventilation.

The bottom line in any evaluation must be in dollars and cents. To assist you in your evaluation DLI offers a complete computer analysis service. With the input of your exhaust gas data and energy costs, we will supply a report projecting system performance, basic payback, discounted cash flow analysis and internal rate of return after taxes. DLI puts your application in bottom line perspective.

Typical recovery efficiency of 70%, zero cross-contamination, and accessibility for cleaning are the key features that have made DLI a leader in the energy conservation field.

Contact your local DLI representative or our main office listed below for application assistance and evaluation.

ANGUIL ENERGY SYSTEMS, INC.
4530 N. OAKLAND AVENUE • MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 332-0230 • (414) 332-1105 • (312) 930-1015
CONGRATULATIONS WAF!

Congratulations are in order to the Board of Directors of the Wisconsin Architects Foundation for their diligent fund raising efforts during the last year.

During the past 12 months, the WAF has generated in excess of $13,000 in income. For fiscal year 1981-82 the Board of Directors of the Wisconsin Architects Foundation has increased their expenses for scholarship and donation to $8,000 projecting incomes to equal those expenses plus providing additional funds to increase the endowment of the WAF.

The officers of the WAF for 1981-82 are Harry Schroeder, AIA, LaCrosse ... President; Len Reinke, FAIA, Oshkosh ... Vice President; Richard Griffith, AIA, Milwaukee ... Secretary/Treasurer. Other members of the WAF are: Paul Bronson, Milwaukee; Dick Knothe, AIA, Middleton; Mark Pfaller, FAIA, Milwaukee; Florian Remitz, AIA, Madison; Doug Smith, AIA, Chippewa Falls; and John Somerville, AIA, Green Bay.

The Board of Directors of the WAF express their appreciation and thanks to all who have contributed to its growth during the past year and looks forward to increased scholarship activity during fiscal year 1981-82.

PROMOTING THE PROFESSION

The Milwaukee Journal is interested in featuring 'significant' projects on a monthly basis. The WSA is providing assistance in identifying these projects by circulating an information sheet to all of its members which will provide The Milwaukee Journal the preliminary information for screening projects for these articles.

The WSA feels that this proposed series of articles provides an excellent opportunity to promote architectural awareness and appreciation throughout Wisconsin. Promote architecture by completing this form and returning it to the WSA office. If you have misplaced the form, call Eric or Karen at the WSA office.

HELP WANTED

The Wisconsin Architect Editorial Board has regretfully accepted the resignation of Betty Mead who is relocating to California. The Editorial Board is seeking a new member to participate in once a month meetings held in Milwaukee. For more information contact Eric at the WSA office or any member of the Editorial Board.
Three good reasons for selecting Weil-McLain

THE CHOICE — Choose from a complete line of oil, atmospheric gas, and combination gas/oil boilers, from 187,800 to 6,060,900 BRU/Hr.

THE FLEXIBILITY — Match any job requirement with a choice of factory-tested packages, factory-assembled sections or individual sections.

THE QUALITY — Only Weil-McLain has such quality features as flame-retention oil burners, asbestos rope seal, short draw rods, multiple tankless water heaters, forced draft firing and, of course, cast iron construction.

Choice, flexibility, and quality... three good reasons for contacting your nearest Weil-McLain distributor.

Automatic Temperature Supplies, Inc.
1023 E. Main St. (Home Office)
Madison, Wis. 53703
Call: 1-608-257-3755
(WATS) Call: 1-800-362-8188

ROCK COUNTY BRANCH
Route 3, Hy. 51 - South
Janesville, Wis. 53545
Call: 1-608-754-8106
(WATS) Call: 1-900-362-8188

Witsock Supply Company
"THE HOME OF THE PLUMBERY"
P.O. Box 867 - Iron Mountain, Mich. 49801
Call: 1-906-774-4455
1310 S. Front St. - Marquette, Mich. 49855
Call: 1-906-225-1309

Package Boiler Burner Service Corp.
24 Hour Service
Authorized Cleaver - Brooks Parts & Service
SALES
Boiler Room Accessories
02 Trim Systems
And - Car Automatic Bottom Blowdown Systems
Rentals Complete Mobile Boiler Rooms
Milwaukee — 781-9620
Madison — 608/249-6604
Stevens Point — 715/344-7310
Green Bay — 414/494-3675
Radio Controlled Fleet Trucks
Serving Wisconsin & Upper Michigan
5401 N. Park Dr., P.O. Box 365
Butler, WI 53007
781-9620

COMMERCIAL CARPET SELECTION REQUIRES CAREFUL CONSIDERATION...

At Richmond, Commercial Carpet Production is our Only Business.

WHETHER YOU ARE SPECIFYING CARPET FOR APARTMENTS, CONDOMINIUMS, HOSPITALS, SCHOOLS, BANKS, OFFICES OR AIRPORTS, RICHMOND CARPET MILLS KNOWS HOW TO MEET YOUR NEEDS WITH THE RIGHT CARPET.

OUR EXPERIENCE AND SERVICE WAITS YOU!

Richmond Carpet Mills

OUR FIRM HAS REPRESENTED RICHMOND SINCE 1975. KNOWN FOR QUALITY AND SERVICE, RICHMOND CARPET MILLS IS A VALUED RESOURCE FOR COMMERCIAL CARPET TO OUR CLIENTELE.

G. Wentworth Smith, Inc.
1132 PARK AVENUE • COLUMBUS, WISCONSIN 53925
1-800-242-1878

MANUFACTURER'S REPRESENTATIVES
SPECIALIZING IN PUBLIC AREA CARPET
The outlook wasn't sunny for the exhibitor/architect golf outing that day. The sky was dark and cloudy with 18 holes of golf to play. But 100 optimistic golfers turned out to play that game. With visions of achieving blind bogeys, low gross, and other related fame.

A struggling few headed for the bar when the first raindrops began to fall. But most of the architects and exhibitors went out to strike the ball. They thought if only they could, but get out on the course to play, they'd put up even money that they'd make a hole-in-one that day.

So out charged Kassens and Gennerman, followed by Gray and West all seeking that magical hole in one . . . to prove they were the best. Their slices, hooks, and wiffs brought melancholy and despair, in fact it has been reported that some curses filled the air.

Pfaller, Halloran, Herbst and Earll were all playing about the same, all like a bunch of sophomores, who were still mastering a difficult game.

So upon that striken multitude grim melancholy contradicted the fun, for there seemed but little chance for a scoring of a hole-in-one. But supplementing this beer drinking mass, Quin, Shutter, Olson and Lawson did appear striking their mighty drivers and drinking their ration of beer.

And there on one par three hole where to the wonderment of them all, with Shutter's cigar a billowing, Lawson drove the cover off the ball. And when the dust had lifted and this foursome looked toward the green, they saw what none of the assembled masses had that day previously seen.

Yes, you guessed the predictable ending of this happy tale I tell, Lawson's ball had struck the green and fallen into that flagstick well.

The moral of this story? I'm not sure there's one at all. Support the WSA and you'll have yourself a ball.

by anonymous
The Ampress Experience
The shape of masonry things to come

Ampress is . . .

- An originator of specialty block design and manufacture
- A manufacturer of over 700 specialty block units.
- A proven supplier, in business since 1947
- A local supplier saving time and shipping charges

Send coupon for complete information or call
Hale Olson, Ampress Brick Co. 312-824-4149

AMPRESS BRICK CO., INC.
1269 Golf Road
Des Plaines, IL 60016

Send the Ampress Masonry Handbook, please

Name ___________________________ Title ___________________________
Company ___________________________ Phone ___________________________
Address ___________________________ State ___________________________
City ___________________________ Zip ___________________________

We are: Architects ______ Mason Contractors ______ Builders ______ Dealers ______
General Contractors ______ Other ______

Have received catalog, please update ______

Solar Energy Space Heating Systems
Solar Energy Water Heating Systems
Heat Reclamation
Industrial Ventilation
Energy Conservation
Heat Transfer
Air Balancing
Heating, Cooling & Humidification
Architectural Sheet Metal
Pollution Control
Fire Dampers
High Pressure Systems
Low Pressure Systems

WORKING EFFECTIVELY TO MEET THE ENERGY CHALLENGE
"EVERYTHING WE DO TOUCHES YOUR LIFE"

SHEET METAL CONTRACTORS OF MILWAUKEE
7635 W. BLUEMOUND RD.
MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53213

Area Code 414 258-8176

Our Technical Manuals and Specification Manuals can help you.
The architectural firm of Potter, Lawson and Pawlowski, Inc., have moved to new offices at 15 Ellis Potter Court, Madison, WI 53711.

**MEMBERSHIP ACTIONS**

 TIMOTHY DEITTE, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 DWIGHT DOBBERSTEIN, was approved for AIA Membership in the Northwest Chapter.

 DAVID FAHEY, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 GENE J. GALAROWKZ, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Chapter.

 ROBERT A. GRAF, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 STEVE HIRMS, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 DAVID HUELSBECK, was approved for Associate Membership in the Northeast Chapter.

 STEVE LANDE, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 DAN W. LEE, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 MICHAEL K. NATE, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 MARY PETERSON, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 JOSEPH POWELKA, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southwest Chapter.

 TIMOTHY E. SEIDEL, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Chapter.

 STEVEN SHERVEY, was approved for Associate Membership in the Northwest Chapter.

 ROBERT M. SIMBACH, was approved for Associate Membership in the Southeast Chapter.

 ELMER J. TRANTOW, was approved for AIA Membership in the Southeast Chapter.

 BRAD WALDMANN, was approved for Student Membership in the Southwest Chapter.
METROPOLITAN IRONROCK PAVERS

FOR

EXTERIOR VERTICAL & HORIZONTAL APPLICATIONS

NEW SIZES 6 x 12 / 8 x 6 / 6 x 6 / 4 x 4

FOR THE UNIQUE IN CERAMIC TILE

CONTACT:

(414) 462-9770

ChildCrest DISTRIBUTING, INC.

6045 N. 55th
MILWAUKEE
DESIGN PHASE SERVICES ONLY

A common problem in using the AIA agreements occurs when the parties attempt to adapt the form document to a situation or set of relationships other than the one for which it was designed.

For instance, it apparently is not uncommon for an architect to be retained by an owner only for services during the design phase, with the architect having little or no involvement with a project during construction. In this situation, the parties may attempt to utilize AIA Document B141 by deleting all services listed under the construction phase (Paragraph 1.5). Even though the architect is not to be involved during construction, Subparagraph 1.5.5 probably should be retained because it disclaims any responsibility on the part of the architect for the performance and liabilities of the contractor and subcontractors.

In addition, provisions should be added to specifically stipulate that the architect is not performing construction phase services. This disclaimer will help avoid an allegation that this obligation was an implied duty.

If the architect is not going to be performing construction phase services, contract provisions should be developed to give the architect some rights to protect himself in case changes are made during construction which deviate from the documents submitted by the architect for permit purposes. Under these circumstances the architect will not be in a good position to prevent the contractor from making changes that may be contrary to design intent, applicable codes, or that may result in a defective project. After the fact, it may be very difficult to determine if a problem is caused by a deficiency in the design or by changes made during construction, with liability potentially being imposed on the architect for whatever problems arise.

ARCHITECTS WHO ARE CONSTRUCTION MANAGERS (OR VICE VERSA)

Ever find yourself in the position of providing both architectural and construction management services ??? One of the preliminary issues that faces an individual involved in this situation is the type of agreement to utilize in contracting with the owner.

Recent investigation indicates that an individual involved in this type of relationship with his client has three options:

1. Use both the AIA for B141/CM and B801, going through both forms and deleting all references which indicate that the Architect and the Construction Manager are different individuals or entities.

2. Draft a hybrid contract using the AIA form B141/CM and B801 as guides.

3. The National Society of Professional Engineers publishes a form 1910 - 15 "Standard Form of Agreement between Owner and Project Manager for Professional Services." A few architects have reported modifying this form to be used when the architect is providing both architectural and construction management services.

The above list is not suggested as being definitive or even correct. If you've got a better idea or feel that these suggestions are incorrect please let us know. The expanding scope of architectural services and the means by which these professional services are provided to clients all require innovations and flexibilities in the documents defining the nature of these services. The WSA attempts to keep updated in this area, and is interested in your input, thoughts, suggestions and comments.
SOLAR INDUSTRIES, INC. . . . Leading the Industry with a Full Line of Solar Heating Products

MAKE THE SOLAR CONNECTION . . .
with energy and cost-saving solar heating products from Solar Industries.

FOR A LONGER SWIMMING SEASON . . . Solar Industries Aqua-Therm SP low temperature polymer collectors provide an extended, more enjoyable swimming season in any climate. Easy to install systems are fully automatic and virtually maintenance free.

FOR HOT WATER AND SPACE HEATING . . . Solar Industries CMT Slimline collectors supply maximum heat for medium temperature solar applications. For top performance, long-term reliability, and attractive low-profile design, the Slimline's high quality components include all-copper absorber plate, low-iron tempered glass, durable lightweight aluminum housing, and combined foam and fiberglass insulation system.

SOLAR . . . FOR YOUR HOT WATER, SPACE HEATING, COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL NEEDS.

DISTRIBUTORS

SOLAR INDUSTRIES OF WISCONSIN, INC.
12645 W. Burleigh Rd. Brookfield, WI 53005
(414) 784-0448

SOLAR PRODUCTS, INC.
2419 20th St. Rockford, IL 61108
(815) 397-0536

LESS ENERGY
LESS TROUBLE
LESS COST

WITH THE GOOD AIR
CA/90 DUCTLESS FAN

NEOLT-The Imported Furniture Line
Brochure Available

PALETTE SHOP INC
409 East Michigan Street
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 272-3780
Wisconsin Toll Free Number 1-800-242-7245

Function & Beauty!

If You'd Like To Cut Construction And Energy Costs Call Or Write —

UNION FANS, LTD.
N113 W18825 Carnegie Drive
Germantown, WI 53022
414-255-2610
Wis. Toll Free 1-800-242-9398

CHENERY BROS. INC.

WISCONSIN'S LARGEST WATERPROOFING CONTRACTOR

Waterproofing & Special Coatings
Grafton, WI 53024
(414) 377-1490
WE MAKE ELECTRICITY.
WE CAN ALSO HELP YOU
MAKE BETTER USE OF IT.

Electricity is our business. Making it and helping others make better use of it. Our Customer Service Representatives have the data and expertise to help you achieve greater energy efficiency in any project, residential or industrial.

Call your local Wisconsin Electric office. One of our representatives will be glad to meet with you to discuss your specific requirements.

Wisconsin Electric

GEIS BUILDING PRODUCTS

INTRODUCES NEW PRODUCTS

Dalton Thermospan Commercial Steel Overhead Door

- New thermalbreak edge
- U-factor of 0.11 (independently tested, details upon request). Featuring the most up-to-date engineering in the industry.

New Ventilated Epoxy-Coated Steel Rod Shelving by Schulte

The epoxy-hard, non-porous, durable surface is non-absorbent, will not yellow or become sticky.

20520 Enterprise Avenue, Brookfield, Wisconsin 53005 414/784-4250
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We work for you

To be a leader, you don't simply meet today's demands. You anticipate tomorrow's. That's why we've assumed a variety of roles to serve you.

As your health care insurer, we offer basic and custom-designed plans, automatic claim filing, a nationally recognized ID card for instant credit, and a national network for uniformity of coverage and administration.

As your financial consultant, we offer buying options and explain how each affects cash flow. With the health care community, we act as your liaison, communicating your needs and concerns. And as your ombudsman, we work with government, industry, labor and health care providers to develop effective cost-containment programs.

In these and other ways, we're working today to be ready for tomorrow.

Appleton — 414/731-5481
Eau Claire — 715/835-3166
Green Bay — 414/432-3368
Madison — 608/271-9066
Milwaukee — 414/226-5000
Racine — 414/552-8978
Wausau — 715/842-1666

Blue Cross & Blue Shield
United of Wisconsin
Reg. Mark Blue Cross Assn
Reg. Mark Blue Shield Assn

Custofoam Corp. & 3M challenge

Any other highly insulated roofing system to match the quality, the R-factor (certified), the adhesion, the elasticity, the seamlessness, the weatherability, the after installation service . . . and above all . . .

THE PRICE in our
SCOTCH CLAD/SPRAYED URETHANE FOAM ROOFS

Custofoam Corp.
Mauston, WI 53948
608-847-7447
How to look at windows.

Energy-saving double-pane insulating glass.
Insulating wood core.
Low-maintenance vinyl sheath.
Snug-fitting design.

Heat gainers or heat losers? That all depends on how you look at windows. And on their built-in quality. Andersen® windows are designed to be heat gainers. And when properly sized, shaded and oriented toward the sun, Andersen windows save even more energy. In winter, they welcome in the warming sun, and in summer, they open to cooling breezes.

Isn't it time you took a good look at energy-saving Andersen Perma-Shield® and primed wood windows?

THE RADFORD COMPANY

Quality Millwork for Over 100 Years

A penny saved can cost you money.

You may be able to find Professional Liability Insurance Coverage for your architectural or engineering practice for less money, but you won't find a program that works as hard or does as much for you as CNA's Architects' and Engineers' Professional Liability Insurance, administered by Victor O. Schinnerer & Company, Inc.

We've been in the business a lot longer than any other company that provides this type of coverage. We've worked every step of the way with AIA and NSPE PEPP to develop a program that answers your specific needs.

Ours is the most comprehensive professional liability insurance program available, with special features like the Deductible Credit Plan, First Dollar Defense Cost Coverage and Fully Retroactive Coverage.

So when you're looking for Professional Liability Coverage, don't forget to check what you're getting for your money. What you give up to save a little now could cost you a lot later.

The CNA Architects' and Engineers' Professional Liability Program is commended by the American Institute of Architects and the National Society of Professional Engineers PEPP.

Victor O. Schinnerer & Company, Inc. Ask your broker for details

The First Is Still The Best Program Administrators & Underwriting Managers

5029 Wisconsin Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016
Phone: (202) 686-2850
55 E. Jackson Boulevard
Chicago, Illinois 60604
Phone: (312) 339-1202
40 Wall Street
New York, New York 10005
Phone: (212) 344-1000
595 Market Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Phone: (415) 495-3444
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ENERGY EFFICIENT HIGH PERFORMANCE
DeVAC
Aluminum Windows
Thermal - Barrier
Double Glazed
"Replacements"

Overhead Doors
Electric Operators
Control Systems

J. T. Cook Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 88
1177 W. Northbranch Dr.
Oak Creek, WI 53154
(414) 762-4000

RHOMBIC-8 ASSOCIATES
13435 Watertown Plank Rd.
Elm Grove, Wisconsin 53122

Landscaping:
Design • Build
Specializing In
Natural Landscaping
Biblical Gardens
Interior Plantscaping
(414) 784-8380

Play it safe.
State law requires you to notify owners and operators of underground facilities at least 3 full working days before you dig. It's for your safety and the public's need for dependable utility services.

Before you dig, call . . .
DIGGERS
HOTLINE
344-5111
Milwaukee
1-800 242-8511
Outside Milwaukee Metro Plan

Add Texture With
STONE

MADISON STONE CO.
5813 N. Hwy. 51, Madison, Wis. 53704
Call (608) 249-8562
power failures . . .
can mean business failures.

When the power goes out, you can tally the hours with dollar signs. Electrical blackouts take their toll in lost production and lost sales. But blackouts don’t have to happen to you. A Kohler automatic emergency standby system can meet your power needs. When power goes off, Kohler comes on, automatically. Your business stays in business.

See us for more information on Kohler’s emergency generator systems for industry, institutions, business, farms, and private homes.

Arthur G. Dietrich Co., Inc.
8035 N. Port Washington Road
Milwaukee 53217
Telephone 414-352-7452

641 Hickory Farm Lane
Appleton 54911
Telephone 414-731-6666

Kohler Generators
TEAK & KARPAWOOOD
...for parquet floors

The warm, natural look of a Teak or Karpara-wood parquet floor is treasured now more than ever before. These two imports are a delight to those who love the rich-grained beauty of wood.

TEAK is the ultimate in beauty, elegance and prestige...yet, it is very hard and will last for decades.

KARPAWOOD, known in Thailand as ironwood, is harder than oak, and has an extremely low coefficient of expansion.

Both woods are available in quantity from our Chicago warehouse in many unfinished and PREfinished patterns.

Phone (collect) for free samples, brochures of 80 floor designs, technical information, prices. Or, write:

Thailand Teakwood Importers, Inc.
645 North Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois 60611 (312) 337-3938

(We are Midwest distributors for Bangkok Industries, Inc., Philadelphia)

Granite.
Not-so-pedestrian plazas for pedestrians.

Granite is the elite paving material for plazas, walkways and mall areas where a combination of beauty, durability and ease of maintenance is required.

Granite is a natural building material and it naturally complements the landscaping portions of your architectural design. A wide selection of features including fountains and seating areas are available to enhance the overall appearance of your project.

For more information, plus a packet of full color literature illustrating our products in use, call (612) 685-3621 or write to the address below.

Cold Spring Granite Company, Dept F
202 South 3rd Avenue, Cold Spring, MN 56320

CATERPILLAR DIESEL ELECTRIC SETS — 40 to 965 KW PRIME OR STANDBY

Lycoming
NAGLE-HART
ENGINE SYSTEMS

VM AIR COOLED DIESEL ENGINE — 4 to 300 KW PRIME POWER OR STANDBY

LANGER
ROOFING & SHEET METAL INC.
NEW — REROOFING — REPAIR

BUILT-UP ROOFING
ASPHALT
COAL TAR
ELASTOMERIC

MEMBRANE WATERPROOFING
BUILT-UP SYSTEMS
ELASTOMERICS

ARCHITECTURAL SHEET METAL
METAL ROOFING
MANSARD PANELING

KOPPERS “DYCON” FILL
TAPERED ROOF INSULATION SYSTEMS

(414) 871-8800
4320 N. 35th St. MILWAUKEE, WIS. 53216
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CONCOL
COLOR STYLED
TOILET PARTITIONS

- Floor Mount or Ceiling Hung Partitions.
- Polished Stainless Steel Hardware and Pilaster Shoes.
- Heavy Gauge Galvanized Steel Panels with Honeycomb Fiber Board Core.
- Special Custom Designs Available Plus Dressing Stalls, Handicap Stalls, Children's Stalls and Urinal Screens.
- Choose from Sixteen Beautiful Colors of Baked Gloss Enamel Finishes.

CALL 414-623-2540 Today
or Send for FREE Colorful Brochure
CONTINENTAL COLUMBUS CORP.
105 Continental Drive
Columbus, WI 53925

"Attention Architects & Engineers!"

VENT-AXIA

- A Fresh Approach To Ventilation
- An Advanced Range Of Axial Propeller — Fans —
- "BEST VALUE IN VENTILATION"

- Immediate Delivery • 2 Year Warranty

JOHN W. DEABLER INC.
- For More Information — Write Or Call —
P.O. BOX 22 — WAUKESHA, WI 53187
CALL: 1 - (414) - 544-4768

NATIONAL MEMBER AABC

"There is nothing more expensive to own and operate than a building with inefficient HVAC systems!"

- System Analysis
- Air & Water Balancing
- Field Measurements
- Sound & Vibration

Performance Verification of Existing Systems is First Step in ENERGY CONSERVATION

INDEPENDENT — UNBIASED — COMPETENT
SINCE 1963

414-784-0025
12557 W. Burleigh Rd. Brookfield W.
SAVING ENERGY IS A BREEZE WITH UNION FANS

Union Fans can save enough energy in a year or less to pay for themselves, but the payoff in comfort begins from day one. Winter and summer they freshen the air continuously preventing cold air from pooling in low spots while elevated areas swelter in heat. Employees stay comfortable, and that's more than good sense, it's good business. When people are comfortable, they're more productive. Let Union Fans extend the life of your heating and cooling equipment.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT —
UNION FANS LTD.
N113 W18825 Carnegie Drive
Germantown, WI 53022
414-255-2610
Wis. Toll Free 1-800-242-9398

VER HAILEN, INC.
Distributors Of

\[\text{Pella}\]

Energy-Tight Windows, Patio Doors
Wood Folding Doors

Interior Contractors
Acoustical Ceilings
Office Partition Systems

Serving the Construction Industry Since 1911

VER HAILEN, INC.
4700 N. 124th Street
Milwaukee, WI 53225
(414) 463-7700

Madison
(608) 238-0241

Green Bay
(414) 435-3791
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ATTENTION ARCHITECTS
For Your Steel Studs
and Drywall Installations
Consult:
CUSTOM DRYWALL INC.
CALL: 1 -(608) - 271-8200
Some Of Our Projects:
• JANESVILLE GARDEN COURT
• BELOIT SAVINGS BANK
• LUTHERAN COVENANT CHURCH STOUGHTON
• PAPERMART OFFICE BLDG. (APPLETON)
• WATERMARK HOTEL (APPLETON)
• PETON OFFICE PLAZA (MADISON)
918 WATSON AVE. MADISON, WI 53713

BLUEPRINTING
FAST SERVICE • QUALITY PRINTS
Ship us your originals — our trained staff will
print your order and return by insured UPS delivery.

POTTER'S
Art Supplies • Blueprinting
1227 Grant Street — Lake Geneva, WI 53147
(414) 248-3559

Patio Doors Need Help!
So do balconies, porches and windows.
Roll-A-Way
INSULATING SECURITY SHUTTERS
Provides It All

ROMATIC INC.
1206 High St., Union Grove, Wis. 53182
Phones: Racine 633-9261
Union Grove 878-1088

*Black & White Murals
*8x10 Glossy Repros
*We Reproduce Blueprints or Masters For Making Blueprints

Photocopy Inc.
104 EAST MASON STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
For Service . . .
CALL: 1-(414)-272-1255

BUECHEL STONE CENTER
BUECHEL STONE CORP.
“For All Your Building Stone Needs”
Dennis Buechel
PHONE: 414-922-4790
Hwy 175 South
P.O. Box 907
Fond du Lac, WI 54935
(414) 922-4790

Quarries Of
• Lightweight Texas Bronze
• Wisconsin Weatheredge Veneer
• Flagging (Patos)
• Lightweight Flagging
• Retaining Wall Stone
• Split Granite Fieldstone
• Chestnut Chunks

SPECIALISTS IN BUILDING
AND LANDSCAPING STONE FROM
ACROSS THE COUNTRY

COPY-MATICS
A Division of LITHO-LUX Corporation
WISCONSIN’S LEADING GRAPHIC
HEADQUARTERS FOR
ARCHITECTURAL
AND ENGINEERING FIRMS

YOURS FULL SERVICE ORGANIZATION FOR

WITH

QUALITY, SERVICE, AND INTEGRITY
YOUR PROFESSIONAL SOURCE
WITH OVER 16 YEARS OF
EXPERIENCE IN THE A & E FIELD.

WE MAKE DEADLINES — NOT EXCUSES
STATEWIDE SERVICE VIA GREYHOUND, U.P.S.
OR PERSONAL PICK-UP

6324 W. Fond du Lac Ave. Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53218
Phone: 414/462-2250
PROPERTY ECONOMIC CONSULTANTS

“When the benefits depend on the strength of the record, we are there to insure that the property facts are properly reflected.”

SPECIALISTS IN COST SEGREGATION FOR:

- Component Depreciation.
- Investment Tax Credit.
- Energy Tax Credit.
- Rehabilitation Credit.
- Recycle Equipment Credit.
- Insurable Value Reporting.
- Allocation of Purchase Price.
- Wisconsin Rebates on Sales Taxes for Process Related Energy.
- Computerized Electrical Energy Utilization Records.

MEMBER
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF APPRAISERS

PHOTO 782-1042
AREA CODE 414
P.O. BOX 179
ELM GROVE, WISCONSIN 53122

INSUL-GUARD™
Protects Exterior Foundation Insulation

Insul-Guard protects rigid foam exterior insulation from deterioration due to weather, ultraviolet rays and damage, increases insulation life.

The Great Profit-Stretcher

Insul-Guard meets manufacturers’ recommendations for insulation covering on new construction and retrofit. It’s dimensionally stable, impact resistant, warranted for up to 3 years.

INSUL-GUARD™
Another Energy-wise product from

trend products, inc.

P.O. Box 327, Tower Road • Waupaca, WI 54981 • 715/258-8838
Distributor inquiries welcome.
<table>
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<tr>
<th>ADVERTISER'S INDEX</th>
</tr>
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<td>Accurate Security Ltd.</td>
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<td>Ampress Brick Co. Inc</td>
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<td>Andersen Corporation</td>
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<td>Anderson Landscape Architect</td>
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<td>Anguil Energy Systems</td>
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<td>Arndt Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arnold &amp; O'Sheridan Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Allied Industries Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associated Builders and Contractors of Wisconsin, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic Temperature Supplies Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automated Temperature Supplies Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badger Automatic Door Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bai-Air &amp; Associates Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Barnett Galleries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belden Brick Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blue Cross Blue Shield United of Wisconsin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brust Engineering Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bluebell Stone Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butler Sales Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chenery Bros. Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Crest Distributing inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Spring Granite Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continental Columbus Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. F. Cook Co. Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copy Matics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cornerstone Group Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cronstroms Manufacturing Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custofam Corp.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Custom Drywall Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D'Appolonia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design Engineering Service Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur G. Dietrich Co. Inc. - Fast Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur G. Dietrich Co. Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diggers Hotline</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dolan &amp; Dustin Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elzinga &amp; Volkers Inc</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy Saving Windows inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geis Building Products</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graef-Anhalt-Schloemer &amp; Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Great Lakes Concrete Products Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland &amp; Kurtz Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. Hurburt Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-Sink-Erator Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interior Plant Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas H. Jacechke &amp; Associates inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J. J. Koepsell Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohler Co. - Kohler Listing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohler Co. - Fast Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lakeland Plumbing Supply Co. Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Langer Roofing &amp; Sheet Metal Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leinberg Electric Co. Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Luterbach Construction Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madison Stone Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manco &amp; Haning Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Solar of Wisconsin Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest Spiral Stair Company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Plumbing &amp; Heating Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Milwaukee Testing Laboratory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monroe Equipment Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murphy Supply Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nagle Hart Engine Systems</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| National Electrical Contractors Assn. | 10 |
| Neiman & Associates | 48 |
| Package Boiler Burner Service Corp. | 32 |
| Palette Shop Inc. | 32 |
| W. S. Patterson Co. | 16 |
| J. W. Peters & Sons Inc. | 24 |
| Photocopy Inc. | 47 |
| Potter's Art Supply | 47 |
| Radford Company | 41 |
| Walter R. Ratai Inc. | 51 |
| Rhombic-B Associates | 42 |
| Rotmatic Inc. | 47 |
| SRI-Structural Research Inc. | 50 |
| Victor O. Schimmele & Company Inc. | 41 |
| James Seaberg & Associates Inc. | 18 |
| Sheet Metal Contractors of Milwaukee | 34 |
| Sheet Metal Workers Union #24 | 42 |
| A. O. Smith Corporation | 25-26-27-28 |
| G. Wentworth Smith | 32 |
| Soil Testing Services of Wisconsin inc. | 51 |
| Solar Industries of Wisconsin inc. | 38 |
| Sunny Horizon's Solar Systems | 43 |
| Thailand Teakwood Importers inc. | 44 |
| H. W. Theis Co. | 16 |
| Trend Products | 48 |
| Twin City Testing & Engineering Lab | 50 |
| United Plumbing & Heating Supply Co. | 50 |
| Vent-Axia Ltd. | 45 |
| Ver Halen Inc. | 46 |
| Warzin Engineering Co. | 51 |
| Skot Weidemann | 51 |
| Weil McLain Listing | 32 |
| Wilfong's Landscaping Inc. | 50 |
| Wisconsin Brick & Block Corp. | 50 |
| Wisconsin Electric Power Co. | 39 |
| Wisconsin Gas Co. | 12 |
| Wisconsin Insulation Advancement Fund | Cover #2 |
| Wisconsin Public Service | 38 |
| Wisconsin State Conference of Bricklayers & Allied Craftsmen | 50 |
| Wisconsin Testing Laboratories | 51 |
| Wittcock Supply Co. | 32 |
| Frank O. Zeise Construction Co. | 42 |
| Union Fans Ltd. | 38 |
| Union Fans Lts. | 46 |

**A new 'star' from Heil...**

**the Energy Marshal Gas Furnace!**

Equipped with a Power Vent Blower and Direct Spark Ignition, the Energy Marshal is 27-29% more efficient than a standard Heil gas furnace.

**FOR FURTHER INFORMATION — CONTACT**

**MONROE EQUIPMENT, INC.**

P.O. BOX 308 - GERMANTOWN, WI 53022

414-255-2610

Wis. Toll Free 1-800-242-9398
Besam has always been known as the world's largest and most uncompromising force in automatic door systems.

The Besam advantage is now available in the USA with two manufacturing plants and almost 50 distributors throughout America. And that Besam advantage is unique. All components are designed from ground zero and perform with extra capability and safety. All at no extra cost!

Exit compromises in automatic door systems

BADGER AUTOMATIC DOOR, INC.
SALES — INSTALLATION — SERVICE
8514 W. LISBON AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53222
PHONE (414) 461-9660

We bring a world of experience to your door.
Conserve Energy

With

Insulation of Mechanical Systems

Piping - Boiler - Ductwork - Equipment

New
Repair
Retrofit

Consult Your
Professional Insulation Contractor

Save Money
Increase Effective Boiler Capacities
Qualify for Federal Assistance
Help Fight Inflation

For Listings Write:
Wisconsin Insulation Advancement Fund
c/o Wisconsin Insulation Contractor Association
2733 W. Wisconsin Avenue
P.O. Box 08377 — Milwaukee, WI 53208